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Decrease text



Leave the wordiness to the talking

• Full sentences are for presentations, not posters.

• A poster session is a discussion. If the poster is self-
explanatory, people will not engage in a discussion with you.

• You do not want to read or recite word-for-word what is on 
your poster, so leave the details and explanations to the 
presentation, not the poster.

• Whatever text you have on your                                  
poster can be probably be said shorter.





There is no point in having a 
poster if all you have is text. 

Leave the paragraphs for 
your papers.

Common shortcoming: 
crowding a poster with text... especially in 

full-sentence form... especially in paragraphs.

Solution: pick only the most 
important points, use bulleted 

lists where appropriate, balance 
text with figures.



BETTER:

• Text like: “in this project” adds extra fluff without adding content.      
It is self-evident that your poster is about your project.



Previous Better
Remy has been shown to perform better 
than other human engineered algorithms.

Combining these two technologies, two 
systems were created that can produce 
2D and 3D microfluidic channels with 

precise cell placement.

Design a deep neural network based 
system to automatically extract features.

Less text... even less

• Which words do not add much extra meaning?

• Is there redundancy you can eliminate?

• Is there a shorter way to say the same thing?



Previous Better
Remy has been shown to perform better 
than other human engineered algorithms.

Remy performs better than human 
engineered algorithms.

Combining these two technologies, two 
systems were created that can produce 
2D and 3D microfluidic channels with 

precise cell placement.

Using these technologies, we created 
systems to precisely place cells in 2D and 

3D microfluidics.

Design a deep neural network based 
system to automatically extract features.

Design a deep neural network to 
automatically extract features.

Less text... even less

• Which words do not add much extra meaning?

• Is there redundancy you can eliminate?

• Is there a shorter way to say the same thing?



• Headings add to the amount of text on your poster. 

• Use this text wisely, and do not introduce extra redundancy.

example courtesy of Deepti Raghavan

BETTER:



example courtesy of Kimberly Leon

BETTER:

• Meaningful headers help to guide the logical flow of the text.



Structure text



Options for structuring text

• Convert full sentences to bullet form: easier to navigate at-a-glance

• If multiple separate sentences/bullets in a row have a similar 
structure (e.g. cause -> effect, device -> measurements, object -> 
properties), can use a table to make the repeated structure/
relationship explicit/clear

• Emphasize (bold, color, highlight) the key terms or phrases, so the 
viewer’s eyes can stop on them and jump straight to them

term 1 definition

term 2 definition

method 1 advantages

method 2 advantages

method 3 advantages

object 1 properties

object 2 properties

object 3 properties

object 4 properties



Why should you structure text?

• Reading a bulk of text at once requires sustained attention

• People are not very good at sustained attention... 
especially at crowded poster sessions

• Make it easier for the viewers. Direct their attention to the 
parts of the text that matter.

• Let the most important terms and concepts pop out. 

• If the viewer has limited time (or gets distracted), they should still 
be able to determine what the poster is about and potentially 
extract the most important concepts.



BETTER:

• Restructuring the text helps break the content down into 
more digestible components.

example courtesy of Eric Dahlseng



The emphasized text is what 
the viewer/reader will most 
likely pay attention to and 

take-away.

Common shortcoming: 
emphasizing the wrong part of the message.

Solution: leave emphasis for 
key terms and properties, not 

connecting words.

example courtesy of Deepti Raghavan



example courtesy of Deepti Raghavan

BETTER:



example courtesy of Deepti Raghavan

Use tables to more concisely convey information



BETTER:

example courtesy of Deepti Raghavan

Use tables to more concisely convey information

• Use the structure afforded by the table to help cut down on 
text within each cell (can remove redundancy!).



Tables can be more effective than bullet points
(if used appropriately)

example courtesy of Vincent Kee



Adapt content 
to the non-expert



example courtesy of Deepti Raghavan



None of the symbols highlighted
will be known/obvious

to a non-expert in this system.

Common shortcoming: 
putting implementation details in the terms 
you’re used to thinking about them on the 
poster. Forgetting to step back and give the 

viewer the important high-level picture.

Solution: translate into terms 
others can quickly grasp. 

example courtesy of Deepti Raghavan



Are the highlighted details 
absolutely essential to have 

on the poster?

Common shortcoming: 
putting implementation details that are not 

absolutely essential on the poster.
Crowding the high-level picture with 

less important details.

Solution: leave the high-level, 
say the rest in words (if the 

listener is interested).

example courtesy of Deepti Raghavan



BETTER:

example courtesy of Deepti Raghavan



Tell a story



Does the presentation order 
on the poster make sense? 

Will the viewer want to look 
at or hear about the poster 

components in this sequence?

example courtesy of Kristen Eller

Common shortcoming: 
crowding the poster with details, not 
putting up front what matters most, 

trying to display on the poster 
everything you know and have done

Solution: construct a story, 
start with what matters most



Does the presentation order 
on the poster make sense? 

Will the viewer want to look 
at or hear about the poster 

components in this sequence?

Common shortcoming: 
crowding the poster with details, not 
putting up front what matters most, 

trying to display on the poster 
everything you know and have done

Solution: construct a story, 
start with what matters most

example courtesy of Kristen Eller



BETTER:

example courtesy of Kristen Eller



Add more figures



Which figures to include?

• Figures that help to convey and reinforce the message

• Rule of thumb: If you find yourself actively gesticulating 
to explain your project, turn each gesticulation into a figure

• Diagrams explaining your experimental set-up, equipment, 
tools, materials, etc.

• Diagrams from past/related work that help explain the 
background, set up the problem, etc.

• Block diagrams explaining your process/procedure, pipeline, 
algorithm, system components, etc.

think about your 
procedure

break it up into 
modules/blocks relate them to 

each other
create a block 

diagrambreak it up into 
modules/blocks



Don’t underestimate the power of pictures

• Images can help draw in an audience

• Images can help people make associations with your 
content

• Images serve as a hook into memory to help people 
remember the content you described

Borkin, Bylinskii, et al. “Beyond Memorability:  Visualization Recognition and Recall” (2015)



What kind of figures can you make for a systems paper?

examples courtesy of Deepti Raghavan

examples courtesy of Kimberly Leon



How can you make a theory poster visual?



But my topic matter is not visual...

Yes, it
 is!



Labeling figures



Labeling figures

Common shortcoming: 
Crowding image captions with unnecessary, 

obvious, or redundant words.

Yes, I can see that’s 
an image... 



Labeling figures

BETTER:



Fix minor layout issues



Minor things are minor, right?

• If something small jumps out at your viewer, it will distract them

• If a viewer can notice something that’s off, chances are they will

• The human visual system is good at picking up on

• Goal: maximize the signal to noise ratio

• Check:

❏ are you consistent with your font choices and sizes?

❏ are you consistent with spacing your poster elements?

❏ are all boxes on your poster aligned with each other?

❏ does the poster guide the viewer’s eyes in the right order?

inconsistencies



Avoid tiny text at all costs

example courtesy of Daniel Sosa

BETTER:

Titles and axis labels 
should be legible. 

If you can not display 
all of your legend or 

all of your 
annotations, leave 
only the crucial 
elements, explain 
the rest in words.



Making the viewer’s eyes 
move all over the place 
requires more sustained 
attention. Try to reduce 

required eye movement by 
placing related elements 

together.



BETTER:



dangling words 
waste space and energy:
- they add a whole extra 

line that could otherwise be 
used for other content 

- they require the reader to 
move their eyes to the next 

line for only one word

example courtesy of Daniel Sosa



BETTER:

A slight rewording is often the best solution, 
though text box resizing, or font resizing 

can be used as well (provided the formatting 
stays consistent with the rest of the poster)

example courtesy of Daniel Sosa



BETTER:

example courtesy of Kimberly Leon



BETTER:

Minor layout changes can improve parsing ability



Application of principles



example courtesy of Dillon Dumesnil



example courtesy of Dillon Dumesnil

Problem:
high density of content, 

especially text, throughout 
- and even the figures/tables in 
the second box seem crowded.

Solution:
start cutting and condensing 
text, using gained space to 

expand the figures.



BETTER:

Visible at first-glance, straight and to the point!

example courtesy of Dillon Dumesnil



BETTER:

Instead of copy-pasting a figure or table 
from a paper, and having a low-resolution 
table with different formatting than the 

rest of the poster...

Recreate the figure/table so it is in the 
same style as the rest of the poster. 

Highlight key trends to make 
them easier to explain during the 

poster presentation.

example courtesy of Dillon Dumesnil



BETTER:

Cutting down on text, and prioritizing figures 
leaves more space for what’s most important, 
while leaving the details for the presentation.

example courtesy of Dillon Dumesnil



example courtesy of Dillon Dumesnil

BETTER:



Other resources:

• Poster examples with discussion of strengths and weaknesses:       
https://www.utexas.edu/ugs/our/poster/samples 

• General communication guidelines: “Trees, maps, and theorems” 
by Jean-luc Doumont 

• Designing effective graphs: “The Visual Display of Quantitative 
Information” and other books by Edward Tufte

https://www.utexas.edu/ugs/our/poster/samples
https://www.utexas.edu/ugs/our/poster/samples
http://www.treesmapsandtheorems.com/
http://www.treesmapsandtheorems.com/
http://www.treesmapsandtheorems.com/
http://www.treesmapsandtheorems.com/

